The rate of renal disease progression varies widely among patients with autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD), necessitating optimal patient selection for enrollment into clinical trials. Patients from the Mayo Clinic Translational PKD Center with ADPKD (n=590) with computed tomography/magnetic resonance images and three or more eGFR measurements over $6 months were classified radiologically as typical (n=538) or atypical (n=52). Total kidney volume (TKV) was measured using stereology (TKVs) and ellipsoid equation (TKVe). Typical patients were randomly partitioned into development and internal validation sets and subclassified according to height-adjusted TKV (HtTKV) ranges for age (1A-1E, in increasing order). Consortium for Radiologic Imaging Study of PKD (CRISP) participants (n=173) were used for external validation. TKVe correlated strongly with TKVs, without systematic underestimation or overestimation. A longitudinal mixed regression model to predict eGFR decline showed that log 2 HtTKV and age significantly interacted with time in typical patients, but not in atypical patients. When 1A-1E classifications were used instead of log 2 HtTKV, eGFR slopes were significantly different among subclasses and, except for 1A, different from those in healthy kidney donors. The equation derived from the development set predicted eGFR in both validation sets. The frequency of ESRD at 10 years increased from subclass 1A (2.4%) to 1E (66.9%) in the Mayo cohort and from 1C (2.2%) to 1E (22.3%) in the younger CRISP cohort. Class and subclass designations were stable. An easily applied classification of ADPKD based on HtTKV and age should optimize patient selection for enrollment into clinical trials and for treatment when one becomes available.
Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) is the most common monogenic kidney disease and the fourth leading cause of ESRD in adults worldwide. 1, 2 The Consortium for Radiologic Imaging Studies of Polycystic Kidney Disease (CRISP) has shown that total kidney volume (TKV) predicts the risk of developing renal insufficiency in patients with ADPKD, thus qualifying it as a prognostic biomarker. 3, 4 Kidney volume is now used as the primary or secondary endpoint in clinical trials of renin-angiotensin blockade, 5 vasopressin V2 receptor antagonists, 6, 7 somatostatin analogues, [8] [9] [10] [11] mammalian target of rapamycin inhibitors, [12] [13] [14] bosutinib (NCT01233869), and to select patients who are appropriate for clinical trials or likely to benefit from an effective therapy. Here we describe and validate a practical classification of ADPKD to achieve this goal.
RESULTS

TKV by Ellipsoid from Magnetic Resonance Imaging or Computed Tomography Correlates Strongly with TKV by Stereology
A total of 590 patients with ADPKD from the Mayo Clinic Translational Polycystic Kidney Disease Center (MTPC), age 15-80 years, had an electronic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography (CT) scan with complete coverage of both kidneys, a serum creatinine level ,5 mg/dl within 6 months from the imaging study, and at least two follow-up measurements of serum creatinine before ESRD.
One hundred seventy-seven patients from the CRISP study were used for external validation ( Figure 1 ). TKV by stereology (TKVs) and TKV by ellipsoid (TKVe) were measured in the 590 Mayo patients. The prediction of TKVs from TKVe was very high (R 2 =0.9998), with a predicted residual sum of squares statistic of 13.1 (Supplemental Table 1 ). In addition, TKVs and TKVe were strongly correlated (R 2 =0.979) (Figure 2A ). TKVe did not systematically under-or overestimate TKVs, with a mean (6SD) percentage difference of 20.5%610.1% (95% confidence interval [95% CI], 220.7% to 19.6%) ( Figure  2B ). TKVe was also measured in the 177 CRISP patients. TKVs (previously measured in the CRISP study) and TKVe were strongly correlated (R 2 =0.991, Figure 2C ). TKVe did not systematically under-or overestimate TKVs, with a mean percentage difference of 20.7%65.5% (95% CI, 211.7% to 10.3%) ( Figure 2D ). Overall, the prediction of TKVs from TKVe was very high and both TKV measurements were strongly correlated for the MTPC and CRISP patients. In 175 of the 590 MTPC patients (29.7%) and 10 of the 177 (5.6%) CRISP patients, the percentage difference between TKVe and TKVs exceeded 10%. The difference exceeded 20% in only 5.9% of the MTPC and in none of the CRISP patients. The average time needed to measure TKVs was 45 minutes, compared with 7 minutes for TKVe. Because results using TKVs and TKVe were similar, only those using TKVe are presented here.
Image Classification and Baseline Clinical, Laboratory, and Genetic Characteristics Most patients in the MTPC (91.2%) and CRISP (97.7%) datasets presented imaging characteristics typical for ADPKD and were classified as class 1; the remaining patients were classified as atypical or class 2 ( Figure 1 ) on the basis of prespecified imaging findings (Supplemental Figure 1 , Table 1 ). The main clinical, laboratory, and genetic characteristics at the time of TKV0 for all study participants are shown in Table 2 . CRISP class 1 patients were younger (P,0.001), had higher eGFR (P,0.001), and had lower height-adjusted TKV (HtTKV) (P,0.001) compared with MTPC class 1 patients, reflecting the inclusion criteria for enrollment into CRISP and an earlier stage of the disease. A positive family history of ADPKD was present in 79.9% and 80.3% of class 1 MTPC and CRISP patients, respectively. Mutation detection rates and genotypes were also similar. HtTKV and Change in eGFR over Time Were Strongly Associated in Class 1 Patients A longitudinal mixed-effects regression model for future eGFR as a function of sex, age at HtTKV0, eGFR at HtTKV0, log 2 HtTKV0, and years from HtTKV0 showed a statistically significant effect of all predictors without interactions, except for sex, in the class 1 patients (Table 3) . However, the only significant interactions with time were log 2 HtTKV0 and age (Table 3 ). Contrary to class 1 patients, the only significant predictor at baseline in class 2 patients was eGFR at HtTKV0; no significant effect of log 2 HtTKV0 was detected. When interactions with time were analyzed, eGFR at HtTKV0 remained significant and log 2 HtTKV0 remained nonsignificant (Table 3) .
Classification by HtTKV0 and Age at HtTKV0 Predicts the Change in eGFR over Time in Class 1 Patients Class 1 patients from MTPC and CRISP were stratified into five subclasses (1A-1E) based on estimated kidney growth rates: yearly percentage increase of ,1.5% (subclass 1A), 1.5%-3% (1B), 3%-4.5% (1C), 4.5%-6% (1D), or .6% (1E). ( Figure  3A , Supplemental Table 2 ). The MTPC class 1 patients were randomly partitioned into a development (70% of the patients, n=376) and an internal validation (30% of the patients, n=162) set ( Figure 1 ). All CRISP class 1 patients (100%, n=173) were used as an external validation set. The main clinical, laboratory, and genetic characteristics for the development, internal, and external validation sets are shown in Table  4 . In the three sets of patients, the frequency of PKD1 mutations increased, whereas that of PKD2 mutations decreased with increasing disease severity.
The previous model, applied to patients in the development set and using this classification (1A-1E) instead of HtTKV0 to model eGFR decline, showed that the only noninteraction terms with a statistically significant effect were age and baseline eGFR. However, the only significant interactions with time were the ones that considered patient's subclass (Table  5) . Estimated eGFR slopes derived from the model were significantly different among subclasses and were all significantly different from a control population of healthy kidney donors, 16 except 1A ( Figure 3B ). eGFR was predicted in both validation sets separately using the equation derived from the model applied to the development set ( Figure 4 , A-D), and the performance of the model was evaluated by the expected predicted error (EPE). The EPE was 13.5 and 17.1 ml/min per 1.73m 2 in the internal and external validation sets, respectively, and was lower for patients with an observed eGFR,60 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 compared with those with an observed eGFR$60 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 (10.1 and 14.9 versus 16.2 and 17.7) (Supplemental Table 3 ).
In addition, we explored the incremental value of polycystic kidney disease (PKD) class, using the combined validation sets, and found that upon applying the linear model (in Table 5 ) without and with PKD classes to predict the last eGFR, the R 2 value increases from 69% to 72% when PKD class was included. The increase in R 2 was greater in patients with higher levels of baseline eGFR. Similarly, we examined the gain in sensitivity/specificity when adding PKD class to a model to predict last eGFR#45 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 (binary endpoint, binary prediction; Supplemental Table 4 ). For those with baseline eGFR$60 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 , specificity increased from 91% to 92% when PKD class was added and sensitivity Figure 1C ) Segmental Cystic disease involving only one pole of one or both kidneys and sparing the remaining renal tissue (Supplemental Figure 1D ) Asymmetric Diffuse cystic involvement of one kidney causing marked renal enlargement with mild segmental or minimal diffuse involvement of the contralateral kidney defined by a small number of cysts (.2 but ,10) and volume accounting for ,30% of TKV (Supplemental Figure 1E ) Lopsided Bilateral distribution of renal cysts with mild replacement of kidney tissue with atypical cysts where #5 cysts account for $50% TKV (the largest cyst diameter is used to estimate individual cyst volume) (Supplemental Figure 1F ) B Bilateral presentation with acquired unilateral atrophy Diffuse cystic involvement of one kidney causing moderate to severe renal enlargement with contralateral acquired atrophy (Supplemental Figure 1G ) Bilateral presentation with bilateral kidney atrophy Impaired renal function (serum creatinine$1.5 mg/dl) without significant enlargement of the kidneys, defined by an average length ,14.5 cm, and replacement of kidney tissue by cysts with atrophy of the parenchyma (Supplemental Figure 1H) increased from 40% to 60%. The net reclassification index for those with a baseline eGFR$60 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 was 19% with use of PKD class (20% of those with eGFR#45 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 were reclassified correctly 21% of those with eGFR.45 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 reclassified incorrectly). With use of the model as a continuous predictor of last eGFR,45 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 , the receiver-operating characteristic curve area increased from 86% to 90% when PKD class was added for those with baseline eGFR$60 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 . For predicting time to ESRD, using PKD classes increased the concordance statistic (beyond baseline eGFR) in all categories, particularly in patients with a baseline eGFR$60 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 (Supplemental Table 5 ).
Classification by HtTKV0 and Age Predicts Renal Survival in Patients with Class 1 ADPKD MTPC Patients
At the last clinical follow-up, a median of 6 (range, 0-18) years, 125 class 1 patients had reached ESRD ( Figure 5A ). Renal survival differed (P,0.001) between the subclasses. The estimated frequency of ESRD at 10 years increased from A to E (2.4%, 11.0%, 37.8%, 47.1%, and 66.9%, respectively). Median age at ESRD for patients who reached ESRD significantly decreased (P,0.001) from B to E (65%, 58%, 51%, and 43%, respectively). Only one patient in subclass 1A reached ESRD, because of complications from an abdominal malignancy. A multivariable Cox model controlling for eGFR at TKV0 showed an increased risk for ESRD for each step in the progression from 1A to 1E (hazard ratio, 1.84; 95% CI, 1.49 to 2.26; P,0.001) (Supplemental Table 6 ).
CRISP Patients
At the last clinical follow-up, a median of 9 (range, 1-12) years, 18 class 1 patients had reached ESRD. Renal survival significantly differed (P,0.003) between the subclasses. No patient in subclass A reached ESRD and only 1 patient in B reached ESRD after 12 years of follow-up. The estimated frequency of ESRD at 10 years in the CRISP cohort, a cohort 12 years younger than the MTPC cohort, increased from C to E (2.2%, 14.6%, and 22.3%, respectively) ( Figure 5B ). Median age at ESRD for patients in each subgroup who reached ESRD decreased from C to E (54, 52, and 40 years, respectively). A multivariable Cox model controlling for eGFR at TKV0 showed an increased risk for ESRD for each step in the progression from 1A to 1E (hazard ratio, 4.67; 95% CI, 1.03 to 21.20; P=0.04) (Supplemental Table 6 ).
Renal Survival in Patients with Class 2 ADPKD
Renal survival differed between the A and B subclasses of the MTPC class 2 patients (95.0% versus 67.0% at 10 years, respectively; P=0.002) ( Figure 5C ). Only one patient in subclass 2A, characterized by focal or markedly asymmetric disease, reached ESRD, at 72 years, presumably from hypertensive nephroangiosclerosis. In contrast, seven patients in subclass 2B reached ESRD at a median age of 70 (range, 55-77) years. There were too few class 2 patients in the CRISP cohort with which to ascertain renal survival.
Stability of Class and Subclass Designations during Imaging Follow-Up
Change from one class to another was assessed in 319 patients from the 538 MTPC class 1 patients, 32 of the 52 MTPC class 2 patients, and 172 patients from the 173 CRISP class 1 patients who had at least one TKV (class 1) or one CTor MRI scan (class 2) at least one year after the first study. After a median follow-up of 4 years ( Figure 6 , A and B), a few patients in the MTPC cohort moved to the immediate lower subclass (seven from 1B to 1A, 14 from 1C to 1B, nine from 1D to 1C, and seven from 1E to 1D). Most patients in 1A (86.5%) remained within the pre-established limits for the subclass, while 13.5% of the patients moved to the range of subclass 1B. In subclasses 1B, 1C, and 1D, 11.7%, 15.6%, and 11.5% of patients, respectively, progressed to a higher subclass, in most cases the immediate higher subclass. Mean duration of imaging follow-up was longer in patients who changed subclass than in those who did not (7 years versus 4 years; P,0.001). After a median follow-up of 9 years ( Figure 6 , C and D), a few patients in the CRISP cohort moved to the immediate lower subclass (four from 1C to 1B, two from 1D to 1C, and two from 1E to 1D and 1C The CRISP study has shown that HtTKV measured by stereology predicts the risk of GFR decline, qualifying it as a prognostic biomarker. 3, 4 However, the predictive value of HtTKV is limited in particular conditions, such as in patients with a few large cysts or in patients with renal atrophy secondary to ischemia or urinary tract obstruction. Furthermore, measurement of kidney volume by stereology in ADPKD is time consuming and not readily available.
Our study presents an imaging classification of ADPKD that can guide in the selection of patients for clinical trials. In contrast to using TKV or HtTKV alone, the proposed classification recognizes that imaging characteristics of different patients have prognostic implications. It does not require stereology, which is time-consuming and depends on specialized software that is not available to all clinicians. The classification includes the estimation of HtTKV by the ellipsoid equation from a Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) abdominal CT or magnetic resonance image. This requires only a few minutes and has sufficient precision to substitute stereology in the classification assignment. Because errors in TKV measurements using the ellipsoid equation could be higher compared with stereology at an individual patient level, TKV measurements using the ellipsoid equation should be used cautiously. In this context, and with the purpose of selecting patients into clinical trials, the misclassification error is modest. Therefore, the classification can be readily applied to any patient with ADPKD having a DICOM abdominal CT or MRI using the web application provided in the Supplemental Material. TKVe estimates can also be obtained from ultrasonographyderived orthogonal dimensions. However, ultrasonographic measurements are operator dependent and more affected by body habitus. Previous studies have shown that ultrasonographic measurements of renal length and TKVe are less reproducible than those obtained from magnetic resonance images, even in normal kidneys. 25 Furthermore, TKVe by ultrasonography in the CRISP study was 11% greater than TKVs by MRI, with an SD of 34%. 26 Hence, we do not recommend the use of ultrasonography in the classification.
The proposed classification defines groups of patients with different risks for eGFR decline. Patients in subclasses 1A and 2A, who have a low risk for GFR decline, should not be included in clinical trials or subjected to treatments to slow down cyst growth with potential side effects. Because some patients in subclass 1A may progress to a higher subclass over time, re-evaluation after 3-5 years should be considered. Patients in subclasses 1C-1E, who have rapidly progressive disease, are optimal candidates for clinical trials and are most likely to benefit from a therapy. Patients in subclass 1B, who have an intermediate risk, could be re-evaluated at yearly intervals to more precisely determine their risk for progression. Patients in subclass 2B, with atrophy of the renal parenchyma out of proportion to TKV, are not likely to benefit from therapies directed to slowing kidney growth.
A responsibility of nephrologists counseling patients with ADPKD is to assess their prognosis. This is more challenging in patients whose renal function is still normal. At the present time, most nephrologists rely on the appearance of the kidneys on imaging studies. We believe that the proposed classification represents an improvement and is helpful in this regard.
The proposed classification predicts the decline of GFR and renal survival in patients with typical ADPKD over a broad range of CKD stages, even in patients at early stages of the disease with preserved renal function. Although the expected predicted error is slightly higher in patients with an eGFR$60 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 , the predictive value of the classification was confirmed by an external validation set of patients who had been selected for participation in the observational CRISP study on the basis of preserved renal function and presence or absence of risk factors for progressive disease. 27 The lower incidence of ESRD in the CRISP compared with the MTCP cohort is consistent with the younger age and earlier stage of the disease at baseline in the CRISP cohort. Table 5 . As a reference, the average eGFR at baseline (75 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 ) and the average age at baseline (44 years) for all class 1 patients were used for the model. 16 (40) 5 (31) 7 (44) 4 (25) 6 (3-11) 73 (60) 3 (4) 58 (80) 12 (16) 7 ( (63) 2 (20) 5 (50) 3 (27) 5 ( (50) 2 (8) 18 (75) 4 (17) 8 ( (61) 1 (4) 22 (88) 2 (8) 6 ( (80) 0 (0) 15 (94) 1 (6) 7 ( ) 2 (22) 5 (56) 2 (22) 6 ( Although the retrospective design is a potential limitation of the study, the inclusion criteria and the blinding of the evaluation of the imaging studies to clinical data were chosen to avoid selection bias. Therefore, the study patients are probably representative of the diagnosed patients with ADPKD in the United States. An exception is the underrepresentation of the African American population, which accounted for only 1.2% of study patients. Future studies will need to validate the proposed classification in this population.
Another limitation of this classification is that it is based on CTor MRI. For future studies and clinical practice, researchers and clinicians should know that MRI is superior to CT in measuring HtTKVand implementing the classification because it avoids radiation exposure and better defines the cysts without requiring the administration of contrast agents. A drawback of MRI is its cost. However, image acquisitions for measurements of TKV can be obtained in a few minutes, and the cost of MRI to measure TKV could be greatly reduced if in the United States, for example, the American Medical Association approved a specific Current Procedural Terminology code for this purpose. The availability of reasonably priced measurements of TKV would greatly help clinicians in the management of patients with ADPKD.
In summary, image-based criteria and HtTKV determined by CT or MRI using the ellipsoid equation allow a practical classification of ADPKD that can be used to select the most appropriate patients for clinical trials and identify patients with progressive disease likely to benefit from an effective therapy. 
CONCISE METHODS
Study Design
This multicenter, retrospective analysis was designed to develop and ascertain the value of a classification of ADPKD based on calculated HtTKVand age to predict decline of renal function. The classification was first derived and validated using the clinical imaging database of the MTPC and was subsequently validated using the clinical imaging database from the CRISP study. The Mayo Clinic Institutional Review Board approved the study and all patients informed consent.
Study Participants Development and Internal Validation Sets
The MTPC clinical imaging database (see Supplemental Material ) was used to identify patients meeting the following criteria ( Figure 1 ): Diagnosis of ADPKD, 28,29 availability of one abdominal CT or MRI scan with complete coverage of both kidneys before ESRD (defined by initiation of dialysis or kidney transplant), baseline measurement of serum creatinine of ,5 mg/dl within 6 months from the imaging study, at least two follow-up measurements of serum creatinine before ESRD, ages between 15 and 80 years at the time of imaging, and patient height availability. This dataset was used to derive and internally validate the imaging-based classification proposed in this article.
External Validation Set
To assess the predictive accuracy of the classification, participants in the CRISP study , 3,4 who met the inclusion criteria were used as an external validation set. CRISP participants from the Mayo Clinic were excluded from this set ( Figure 1 ). Detailed descriptions of the CRISP study have been published. 3, 4, 27 Evaluation of CT and MRI and TKV Measurements
All DICOM files from CT and MRI were retrieved to a work station and inspected to confirm complete coverage of both kidneys and image quality. Two methods were used for TKV measurements. First, TKV was determined from 5-to 10-mm axial/coronal CT or MRI by TKVs using Analyze software (Biomedical Imaging Resource, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN). The same images were reanalyzed at a later time, and TKV was calculated using the ellipsoid equation as described in the Supplemental Material (Supplemental Figure 2) . TKVe measurements were performed blinded to TKVs. The equivalence of TKVs measurements between MRI and CT images (Supplemental Figure 3) and reproducibility of TKVs and TKVe measurements by CT or MRI are shown in the Supplemental Material.
Classification of ADPKD into Typical (Class 1) and Atypical (Class 2) Patients
The patients were classified into typical (class 1) and atypical (class 2) cases on the basis of prespecified imaging findings (Supplemental Figure 1 , Table 1 ). Images were classified by researchers blinded to clinical data. The classification by two observers of 50 randomly selected patients was highly reproducible (98%).
Classification of Patients with Class 1 ADPKD
Patients with class 1 ADPKD were stratified into five subclasses based on estimated kidney growth rates. TKV increase in patients at high risk for progression averages 5%-6% per year. 3, 7, 30 Because our goal was to identify patients with slow, intermediate, and rapid progression, we calculated HtTKV ranges for each specific age assuming a theoretical starting HtTKV of 150 ml/m and yearly percentage increases of ,1.5% (subclass 1A), 1.5%-3% (1B), 3%-4.5% (1C), 4.5%-6% (1D), or .6% (1E). Patients were subclassified into 1A-1E subclasses according to the HtTKV0 measurements and the HtTKV limits for their specific age (Supplemental Table 2 ). The web application in the Supplemental Material facilitates this classification.
Determination of Kidney Function and Disease Progression
The eGFR was calculated using the Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration equation. 31 A conversion factor was used for serum creatinine values of MTPC patients obtained before October 18, 2006 , when the method to measure serum creatinine was changed to isotope dilution mass spectrophotometry traceable. 32 Serum creatinine values for CRISP patients were validated by the Cleveland Clinic. 4 Baseline was the date of the first abdominal image with a serum creatinine within 6 months available. Clinical follow-up was defined as the period from TKV0 to the date at which time patients were last seen at the clinic. Disease progression was assessed by eGFR slopes and renal survival. Dates of ESRD were obtained from our MTPC database. In addition, to ensure that episodes of acute RRT for AKI were not coded as ESRD, the medical records of all patients having an ESRD date were reviewed. 
Statistical Analyses
A multivariable longitudinal linear mixed-effects analysis with baseline predictors of sex, age at TKV0, HtTKV0 or image classification group, and eGFR at TKV0, along with follow-up years from TKV0 to subsequent visits (at time t), was used to predict eGFR follow-up readings at t years of follow-up. 33 Inclusion of a linear year-of-follow-up term allows estimation of average and withinsubject eGFR slopes. Interactions of follow-up year with image classification group were used to estimate slopes for each image class. Serum creatinine readings taken after ESRD were not considered. To minimize variability in the number of follow-up serum creatinine values, only the first serum creatinine was used when a patient had more than one reading during the same month. To reduce skewed results and the effect of TKV outliers, TKV was analyzed on a log 2 scale. HtTKV was used for analysis. This modeling approach was used to identify specific trends of renal function decline in class 1 and class 2 patients and among class 1 ADPKD subclasses. To assess the predictive accuracy of the model used for the subclassification of the typical ADPKD group, the MTPC class 1 patients were randomly assigned to a development (70% of the patients) or internal validation (30% of the patients) set. CRISP patients were used as an external validation set. The performance of the model for the change in eGFR created using the development set was evaluated by the EPE of the eGFR in both internal and external validation sets separately, using scatterplots comparing the actual eGFR value against the predicted by the model for each eGFR value. All models were controlled by sex, age at TKV0, TKV0 (ADPKD subclass for the typical group), and eGFR at TKV0. Time to ESRD after TKV0 was analyzed using Kaplan-Meier curves and Cox proportional hazards models.
All statistical analyses were conducted using SAS software, version 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).
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